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OST Reflection

	As a part of the Open Space Technology workshops, I proposed and convened an inquiry forum on fasting. There were nine people present who collectively represented all the levels of fasting experience, from beginner to advanced. We met in CRC 109, which is a dreary place to gather, and the environment reflected the unknowing placidity of our programs very first OST “experiment”. Personally, I was looking forward to witnessing an uninhibited group dynamic more than I was thinking about information I might present on fasting. We sat in a circle and shared our experience and questions that brought us to the gathering. Questions that arose immediately were:
	-What is the MasterCleanse, and how can it be done safely?
	-How can fasting be used to treat kidney stones?
	-How can a fast be done safely and spiritually?
	-How can fasting be incorporated a busy schedule?
	-What are the old model spiritual principals inherent in fasting?
	-Can we somehow organize a group facilitated fast?
	The group dynamic seemed to gel fairly easily as each person was given the chance to ask questions of the group, and allow space for anyone who had any wisdom of the subject to talk. I was amazed at how there were just as many opinions as there were people. Everyone’s opinion was accepted and acknowledged as valid, even though some opinions directly contradicted others. I wondered if it was partially in part of the Law of Two Feet that inspired the group to tailor the forum to their own specific questions. The freedom with which our discussion flowed carried a reverence for individual opinion as well as the opportunity to leave at anytime.
	A group was formed to begin fasting together, starting with a once a week fast taking place on Tuesdays. I sense that most of the group would like to eventually escalate the gradient of our practices, to incorporate a 5-7 day cleansing juice fast. I have started an email list and web log for group members to sign into and reflect on their experiences as well as read other entries.

